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Some woodsmen (coureurs de bois) and fur traders (voyageurs) traveled far and missed their families.
Still, it was New Year's Eve and the villages abounded with parties and dances. All these men missed
their sweethearts and families and wished they could enjoy these festivities and yet still see their
families that very night. The men decided that the only way this could be was to make a deal with the
devil.
The devil heard their pleas and offered a flying canoe (la chasse-galerie). "As this is my canoe," warned
the devil, "You cannot steer the canoe into any church steeples or say the Lord's name. You must be
with your families before 6 o'clock in the morning on New Year's Day."
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So, the men attended a boisterous party. Despite the rum being poured, all the men refused to drink.
All but one. That particular man was deemed the navigator.
When the men climbed into the canoe, the navigator barely crawled inside. The other men were too
distracted from being able to see their families to notice the navigator's swaying. They did notice that
they flew a little close to church steeples. They yelled behind them, "Be careful!"
While passing above Montreal and the Gatineau River, the navigator barely missed a church steeple,
veered sharply, and crashed into a snowbank. Icicles shook from a nearby tree and fell upon the men.
Between the crash, the icicles, and the angry glares from the others, the navigator took the Lord's name
in vain. The other men jumped on the navigator, elected someone else to guide the canoe, and ripped
an edge of a shirt to gag and tie up the drunken man.
They lift him into the canoe and continue their journey. However, the former-navigator undid his
bounds and caused the canoe to shake. They crashed into a large pine tree. All the men are wiped out unconscious.
Some say that these men were condemned by the devil and fly through the underworld every New
Year's Eve for eternity. Most people say that these men awoke in their beds with their families, unhurt.
All thanks to the devil feeling generous that day. Still, others say that One intervened. Perhaps you will
travel to Montreal, see the flying canoe, and decide that ending for yourself.

Here is a classic French-Canadian story. Though, it's truly a blend of First Nations and the French.
The First Nations people told about a birch bark canoe that haunted the skies. From the French,
they had a story about a hunter who had to be chased in the skies due to hunting on Sunday
during High Mass...for eternity. While we call it "The Flying Canoe," it is also known as "La Chassegalerie" that was written by Honore' Beaugrand in 1892.

